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Abstract

Deep neural networks have been proved as a very successful method of super-
vised learning in several research fields. To perform well, they require a massive
amount of labelled data, which is challenging to get from most astronomical
surveys. To overcome this limitation, we present a novel active deep learning
method.

It is based on an iterative training of a deep network followed by re-labelling
of a small sample of predicted target classes according to a qualified decision
of an expert in the role of an oracle. To maximise the scientific return, the or-
acle brings to the decision the domain knowledge not limited only to the data
learned by the network. By combining some external resources to extract the
key information by an expert in a field, a much more relevant label is assigned.

Setup of an astronomical active deep learning platform thus requires incor-
poration of a Virtual Observatory client infrastructure as an integral part of a
machine learning experiment, which is quite different from current practices.
As the proof-of-concept, we show a method used for discovery of new-emission
line stars in multi-million spectra archive of LAMOST DR2 survey.

1 Deep Learning

Deep learning is a type of machine learning that allows computers to learn a
good data representation by building complicated representations out of more
simple ones (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Nowadays, convolutional neural net-
works are the state-of-the-art deep learning method performing well in many
astronomical tasks, but this comes with some caveats.

Balanced classes In many cases of machine learning experiments we face the
class imbalance problem (Prati et al., 2009).
Labelled instances of rare objects of interest will usually be in the minority.
To overcome this problem, the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE) proposed by Chawla et al. (2002) may be used, that allows one to
enlarge the number of labelled samples of interest to the same size as the more
abundant uninteresting ones.

Massive labelled training set Another problem of deep learning is the need
for a very large and representative labelled training set. Unfortunately, such set
is not available in most cases of the discovery of the rare objects.

2 Active Learning

To overcome the need for a large and representative training set an active learn-
ing was invented. Active learning (Settles, 2009) is a machine learning technique
based on the idea the algorithm will perform better if it is allowed to choose data
for its training.
A machine learning algorithm combined with active learning queries unlabelled
data samples to be labelled by an oracle (usually a human expert). The samples
are selected in batches of given size according to a certain informativeness mea-
sure. Commonly used is the uncertainty sampling, which selects data with the
least certain labelling (based on information entropy)

H = −

∑

i

pi ln pi, (1)

where pi is the probability of class i in all samples of the large data pool.
This measure is evaluated in every iteration on the whole pool of data entities
(it is called pool-based strategy).

3 Know-how of the oracle

The role of the oracle (usually a human annotator) is to assign the correct label
to the queried sample. It is expected he can make the decision immediately just
by looking at the visual properties of the sample.
In real cases, namely in the majority of scientific applications, the decision may
be difficult just based on a information seen in a presented sample. This opens
question, whether the oracle should decide about the correct label after checking
all relevant information available about the investigated sample. For example,
in astronomical spectra classification needs the annotator to check what is about
given object written in other catalogues, look at its place in all-sky surveys or
see other spectra in extended spectral range than this presented.
As this must be done in every iteration, the rapid access to global databases
becomes an integral part of the whole active deep learning workflow.
This is different in current machine learning practice. Here the training set is
already labelled when entering the process and all the training and prediction
runs without the need of human intervention automatically. The data expert
only needs to check the performance and adjust the hyper-parameters to achieve
a good convergence and prevent the over-fitting.
In order to exploit the power of active learning in real astronomical research
current Big-Data machine learning infrastructures based on cloud computing,
distributed nodes, GPUs, Spark-based parallelisation and other modern IT tech-
nologies need to incorporate the iterative labelling GUI and complex VO clients.
This opens the space for a new type of Big Data science platforms.

4 Active Deep Learning Cycle

Our method combines all components presented above in a novel active learn-
ing procedure. The whole algorithm of our active deep learning method is
shown below. Note that the access to the global VO infrastructure is needed
twice:

• To support decision of an oracle about correct class.

• To verify the final candidates and identify interesting objects.
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5 Search of emission-line spectra in LAMOST DR2

Be stars, cataclysmic variables, young stellar objects or quasars, where a gaseous
envelope in the shape of a sphere or a disk is expected, present some spectral
lines in emission. These emission lines show single-peak, double-peak or com-
plicated combined emission and absorption profiles. Our goal is to find such
objects in a big spectra survey using labelled data from other dedicated archive.

Candidates were searched in LAMOST DR2 containing over 4 million of spectra
covering the range 3 690–9 100 Å with spectral resolution power around 1 800.

Training data: 12936 spectra in the archive of coudè spectrograph of the 2m
Perek Telescope at Ondřejov observatory exposed in spectral range 6250–6700 Å
with spectral resolving power about 13000.

Domain transfer: Gaussian blurring and resampling to the same resolution and
wavelength points as in LAMOST spectra.

Classification: All spectra from Perek telescope were classified in three classes:
single-peak emission, double-peak emission and the absorption, which is not,
however, our target class):
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Example of classes of emission line stars in Ondřejov archive

6 Interesting objects discovered

The active deep learning method allowed us to discover hundreds of new emis-
sion line objects as Be stars, young stellar objects, T Tau stars, cataclysmic vari-
ables and a lot of objects with unknown classes. We have cross-matched part
of them with SIMBAD but over one thousand objects discovered are not listed
there. Tables of all 4321 emission line objects discovered by our method (1013
yet unknown) are at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3241521. Two interesting ex-
amples are given below.

Candidate Wolf-Rayet WN star LAMOST J040901.83+323955.6.

A unknown star with complex line profile

7 Conclusions

We have introduced a new promising method for discovery of objects of interest
in large archives based on active deep learning, which allowed us to discover
many yet unknown emission-line stars.
Its main advantage is the possibility to identify target classes with characteris-
tic spectral features in cases where the classical deep learning fails due to the
insufficient number of labelled examples.
Unlike the current machine learning workflows, the active learning is based on
the iterative visualisation of predicted candidates followed by labelling by a
domain expert (in the role of an oracle). The oracle must thus have complex
information about the given candidate to decide correctly. Here is the place
where the complex queries in global databases of VO are necessary, and the VO
clients become an integral part of active learning setups.
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